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Over the last ten years, centres offering information and
advice have sprung up in the working-class districts of every
major British city and in many smaller towns: Welfare
Rights Centres, Housing Action Centres, Advice Centres,
Information and Opinion Centres and Law Centres. Some
just provide information, others take up individual cases,
arguing with officials and advocating at tribunals. Some
have been spawned by pressure groups like the Child
Poverty Action Group and Shelter and many have been
funded by Urban Aid. They are often linked to community
organisations, to Community Projects or to the Settlements. Frequently they run on small budgets, making use
of volunteers and are located in decaying short-life shop
fronts. More recently the idea has been taken up by local
authorities too. They have chosen a different style:
concrete and plate glass, thick pile carpets and musak.
There are now council-run housing advice centres,
'consumer shops' and legal services.
When the Community Development Project was set up by
the Home Office in 1969, each of the twelve local projects
began to establish their own advice centres. The freedom
and resources offered to CDP has allowed the projects to
explore a whole range of ways in which local people can
use technical skills as they struggle to gain control over
some of the issues that face them.
Some centres, as in Southwark, Liverpool and Cleator
Moor, were controlled by specially constituted committees of local people; others remained an integral part
of the wider CDP programme. In Coventry and Benwell,
Birmingham and Batley, CDP resources were used to
enable existing local organisations already providing advice
to employ full-time workers. Oldham and North Tyneside
established a network of very local neighbourhood centres.
Coventry employed a community lawyer who covered the
whole city. The two rural projects, Cleator Moor and Upper
Afan, produced schemes for mobile centres visiting
different parts of the area on different days of the week.
Projects varied too in the use they made of the 'hard'
skills. Six projects employed lawyers. Four, Benwell,
Coventry, Liverpool and Birmingham, established specific
legal facilities; two more, Canning Town and Southwark,
had qualified lawyers on their staffs. Centres also made use
of the expertise, and legal specialisation, of planners,
public health inspectors, architects, and social workers. In
contrast some centres were exclusively 'resident run' with

the information workers recruited from the local population and trained on the job. Many projects tried more than
one approach. Liverpool, for example, sponsored a
resident-run information centre, a law centre in conjunction
with the local law society, an aggressive welfare rights
programme within an adult education scheme and a multiservice centre linking most of the statutory services under
one roof.
Despite these differences, the experience of all twelve
projects has been the same. The longer they opened and
the more staff they employed, the busier they became.
When energy was concentrated on one particular area, say
social security problems or problems of low pay, a centre
gained a local reputation for this work so more and more
callers and groups turned to it for help. Each project knows
of areas of work that remain urgent but unexplored
because of limited resources. But knowledge of the law and
the time and resources to follow up issues has not proved
the magic passport to securing justice. Project filing
cabinets are filled with examples of systematic maltreatment and abuse and denial of rights for which there is no
straightforward legal redress.
The report is written by a group drawn from the Benwell,
Birmingham, North Tyneside and Canning Town projects
and from the Information Unit but it is based on the
experience of all the twelve Community Development
Projects. Added together, the many different issues they
have handled provide a general picture of the 'law's'
impact in working-class districts. The report looks at the
laws through which the state makes its intervention in
working-class areas — the laws which information centres
spend nearly all their time trying to put into action on
behalf of the people who come to them for help. We do
not describe the law as it is supposed to work, but instead,
what happens in practice; not just the legislation but the
combined effects of legislation, court procedures, court
decisions and administrative practice.
We show how people are powerless, despite the law, to
protect themselves against decisions which can shatter their
lives. Important decisions which close down factories and
throw people out of work, escape the law. The movement
of capital away from every decaying industrial area is
beyond the control of those who have to bear the consequences. The formal legal rights offered in compensation

